THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26

6:30 pm   Meet in the lobby of the Hotel Boulderado – Gary Yee and Jeff LaMarche. (People to contact if you arrive late – Gary Yee – (303) 710-5467 or Jeff LaMarche – (303) 718 6148.

7:00 pm   Dinner at the Med with Graduate Committee Members (Mishra, Diwan, Chang, Lv, Tufo, Grunwald, LaMarche, Yee)

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 27

8:15 am   Meet in Boulderado Lobby, drive to CU (Student Reps organize this)

8:30 am – 9:15am   Welcome by Prof Mishra and Breakfast in ECOT 831.

9:15 am – 9:30 am   Department overview by Chair Cai Xiao-Chuan ECOT 831.

Presentations – Session 1

9:45 am – 10:15 am   Systems – Doug Sicker in Systems Lab

10:20 am – 10:50 am   Overview of PL-related research at CU - Amer Diwan/Evan Chang – Systems Lab

10:50 – 11:00 am   BREAK in Systems Lab – Beverage served in the lab.

Presentations - Session 2


11:55 am - 12:25 pm   HCI, CSCW, SE, and crisis informatics presentation - "Crisis Informatics and Software Engineering research at CU" – Professors Kenneth Anderson and Leysia Palen. ConnectivIT lab and SERL lab. – ECCS 111

12:30 pm – 1:20 pm   LUNCH in ECOT 831/832

1:20 pm – 2:00 pm   Walking tour of campus with Graduate Students – Caleb Phillips

2:00 pm - 3:30 pm   1-on-1s meeting with faculty - ECOT 831 will be open and available for those who have completed the 1-on-1 meetings.

3:30 pm – 4:00 pm   Q&A with Graduate Director Shiv Mishra & Graduate Adviser Rajshree Shrestha – ECOT 831/832

4:00 pm – 5:00 pm   Graduate Student Presentation – Devin Coughlin Q &A with current graduate students – Gary Yee and Jeffrey LaMarche will organize this in the system lab with coffee (ECCS IB05).

5:15 pm   Return to the hotel – grad student reps will organize this.

6:30 pm   Faculty Dinner at John Bennett's Home (1412 Old Tale Road, Boulder CO 80303 – graduate student volunteers will drive the invitees.)
SATURDAY, February 28th

8:00 am  Invitees are welcome to join Henry Tufo for breakfast. Meet Henry at 8:00 am in the lobby of Boulerado. Students who do not want to join this breakfast are free to be on their own to suit preferences and schedules.

10:30 am-5 pm  **Rocky Mountain National Park Expedition** with Professor Henry Tufo. Lunch is included in this trip.

OR

1:00 pm  **Walking Tour of Boulder** with Professor Clayton Lewis. Meet in the hotel Lobby. Lunch is included in this trip.

6:45 pm  Meet in hotel lobby

7:00 pm – 9:00 pm  Student Dinner at BJ Brew House.

9:00 pm  Onwards student party at Ian Karlin’s residence.